Strong and weak couplings in molecular vibration-plasmon hybrid structures.
Molecular vibration-plasmon couplings in a hybrid structure, which are composed of a silver grating filled with polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA) molecules (SG-PMMA), have been investigated theoretically. It is found that the interaction between the vibrational transitions and plasmons can transform from weak coupling into strong coupling by reducing the distance between the elements. When the space between grating elements is large, the localized surface plasmon resonance (LSP) of the silver elements greatly enhances the absorption of the PMMA molecules. As the gap between elements becomes small, the plasmonic nanocavity (NC) mode emerges and couples strongly with the molecular vibrational mode of PMMA. The strong coupling results in two new hybridized modes and the Rabi splitting energy is about 15 meV. Our work provides an effective way to alter the coupling strength of the molecular vibration-plasmon hybrid system and may be beneficial to the further biochemical and biophysical applications.